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The security industry in Bahrain celebrates a remarkable milestone with the
newly formed partnership between ABLOY and JANADA Electronics, bringing forth
the next generation of high security systems, and introducing foolproof access
control solutions, with four main lock and key products.
Top of the line, and world-class, ABLOY manufactures lock security systems that
are unparalleled in scope and capability. The powerful partnership with JANADA
Electronics as the authorized agent will see to the provision of holistic access
control in the Kingdom, to all industries and sectors, including government and
public services.
Since 2008, JANADA Electronics has set up shop with the mission to guarantee
peace of mind, safety and security for communities and customers by offering
integrated security solutions. JANADA provides the most innovative equipment
and tactics, maximizing efficiency of cost and responding to the security needs of
any situation in the home, workplace or public sphere.
On Wednesday the 18th
of May, an exclusive invite-only product and partnership
seminar will be held at the Sheraton Hotel to unveil ABLOY’s Protec2 Cliq key
system, resilient cylinders and Super Weather Proof padlocks, as well as the
EL-560 and EL-420 electromechanical and moto lock solutions, with networking
opportunities, entertainment, and high-tech giveaways to complement.
“ABLOY secures millions of home and public buildings all over the world. Both
the trust users place in us and our pioneering position are based on a long-term
endeavor; continuously developing new and innovating locking solutions and
door-opening technologies that facilitate smooth, and safe entry and exit.” said
Noury Bazido, ABLOY Regional Manager.
For both the trained and untrained eye, ABLOY products are robust and futuristic.
They strike the perfect balance between providing pre-emptive and pre-set
solutions whilst remaining highly scalable and adaptable to on-site needs.
The ABLOY Protect2 locking system facilitates access protocol sector-wide. It is
used to operate multiple security solutions with a single master key. Possible key
combinations go up to 1,97 billion, meaning a definitive solution for very specific
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requirements.
The Protec2 Cliq electromechanical key sports a modular and upgradable
structure, and is also 100% impervious to manipulation, foreign bodies and water,
even at full immersion. The clock, calendar, and memory functions make the
Protec2 Cliq the most sought after device to control access times, clear personnel,
and maintain audit trail; storing up to 3,500 entries, and with a 10-year battery
life.
ABLOY Super Weather Proof padlocks, both mechanical and electromechanical,
are simply the toughest; catering to the protection of high security applications
including water utilities, military use, the transportation and oil and gas sectors,
as well as electric and telecommunications networks. The padlocks are enabled
with high class encryption, programmable access rights and audit trail, and are
built to withstand storms from the sea, burning sun, desert sand and dust,
providing flawless protection against forcing, picking and vandalism.
The unique ABLOY cylinder mechanism is based on the use of rotating discs
instead of traditional springs and pins, and has been a symbol of high security and
superior performance. While the core of the cylinder mechanism remains the
same, the outer housing can be changed to meet the requirements of a multitude
of applications. ABLOY cylinders are designed to withstand extreme weather
conditions and with a high level of protection against manipulation.
With the EL-460 and EL-560 series, connecting to access control systems has
never been easier. This series of electromechanical and moto locks is automated
and equipped to better electrical security, with auto-door-lock and door-open
functions during outages and failures. The EL-460 comes with an electronic
anti-tampering guard which notifies the system and fixes any attempts; whilst the
EL-560 door handles are specifically designed for ease of use whilst ensuring
maximum security and safety of personnel.
For product and procurement information contact: Farooq Khan, Sales Manager
+973 17232422 Ext. 5019, email: sales@janada.net
More information can be found on the JANADA Group website:
http://www.janada.net/abloy
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